Exchange is not a *year of your life*, it’s *your whole life in a year*!

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=caKbpsdRxnw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=caKbpsdRxnw)
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What is ESN Oulu?

• One of those 500 local sections.
• Just like any other student guild in Oulu
• We are working on voluntary basis. Students helping Students –principle.
• We arrange activities and different kinds of events for all international students in Oulu.
• Working both at Oulu University of Applied Sciences and at the University of Oulu

www.esnoulu.org #THISisESN #ESNOulu
What does ESN Oulu do?

- **ESN Overalls**
- Trips to nearby regions
- Traditional Finnish SitSit parties
- Baking evenings
- Café Lingua & Language Games
- Ice hole swimming
- ... And much more!
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ESN Oulu goes to Russia!

- Two trips to Russia every semester: St. Petersburg and Moscow + St. Petersburg + Novgorod.
- Together with Finnish travel agency Timetravels.
- Book before 17th September to get a 10-euro discount!
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...and to Lapland!

- To the very, very north of Finland
- Stay tuned for trip schedule.
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…and to Norway!

• ESN Oulu trip to Lofoten, Norway
• 13th Sept – 17th Sept
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...and to Sweden!

• ESN Pirates of the Baltic Sea - cruise

• Organized by ESN Finland, ESN Latvia and ESN Estonia.

• Helsinki-Stockholm-Helsinki with 1800 fellow exchange students!

• Dates to be announced later
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How to participate?

- Like ESN Oulu page on Facebook and follow us on Instagram @esnoulu
- Facebook group for this semester: Fall 2018 International Students in Oulu
- Some events have limited number of places and you need to sign up in advance. Signing up is always binding!
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ESN Card

- the card for your **social life** in Oulu
- **free entry** to our monthly parties
- **discounts** on some of our activities
- many other **local** and **international** discounts

and THE BEST thing...
ESN-NISO Afternoon!

- Outdoor games, snacks, sauna and getting to know each other
- September 8th, 11-5pm
- Remember warm clothing, towel, swimming suit. NO high heels!
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City Rally with ESN

- Schedule to be decided yet
- No cars involved
- Exploring the city in teams, doing fun tasks, winning prizes
- Remember warm clothing, NO high heels!
- More info later in FB
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...and then the FIRST PARTY

• Same day as City Rally
• Popular nightclub **ILONA** in city centre
• Student *friendly* prices
• Free entry with **ESN** card (get it for 10€!)
• More info on Facebook
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info@esnoulu.org
HK207 at the University of Oulu